
TODAY, I GIVE UP TRYING

Chapter: 1460

Big or young?

He also knows that Dong Mingfeng’s backing is not small, but if there

is another backing, can it be comparable to Lin Zuo?

In Li Quan’s view, Dong Mingfeng and the people behind him have

offended Lin Zuo. It’s hard to say whether they can recover a dog’s life.

I still need to be afraid of them?

what!

Hearing this, Dong Mingfeng was completely furious:

“Okay! Li Quan, you have a kind! Dare to insult the young and old like

this!”

“I want to see, how many lives can you have!”

Li Quan laughed and nodded on the phone:

“Okay, I’m waiting for you!”

Ok?

When Dong Mingfeng heard this, he was completely stunned.

how can that be?

Li Quan was really not afraid at all, and every sentence was full of

ridicule and complacency.

how can that be!

At the moment, he also realized what was wrong, and said in a deep

voice:

“In the end what happened?”

Before, Li Quan was just like a dog in front of them.

But now, the arrogant arrogant scorn, even the young and old dared to

insult, this must be something.

just!

Li Quan just sneered:

“You don’t need to know so much, you just need to know, you will be

dead soon!”

Li Quan would not tell them that Lin Fan was Lin Zuo, and he wanted

Li Quan and the others to despair.

He lost a company, and he wanted to make them two lose their lives!

哢!

The phone was hung up directly!

And Dong Mingfeng on the other end was dumbfounded, with an

expression on his face as if he had seen a ghost.

Li Quan’s performance was so abnormal that he felt a little uneasy.

Now!

He turned his head and looked at the man sitting on the sofa!

That man, with a handsome face and a masculine temperament, had

many scars on his face, which added a bit of fierceness to him!

But even so, it can’t conceal his innate majesty that belongs to the

superior.

He is like a hero!

That sulky look makes one dare not look straight!

“Young Master, Li Quan not only refused to do what we said, he even

insulted you that you are about to die!”

The person in front of him is the patron behind Dong Mingfeng!

Also the person Lin Fan wanted to kill in his dreams, Lin Chentao!

Ok?

Hearing this, Lin Chentao furrowed his brows, and then wiped out a

hostile air between the brows, but he pressed angrily and asked:

“Did he say why?”

Dong Mingfeng shook his head and said:

“No, but to listen to him, it means to let us wash our necks and wait

for death.”

“Master, do you think this is because of Lin Fan?”

Huh!

Lin Chentao immediately cast a fierce and cold look at Dong

Mingfeng.

This name seems to be taboo!

When Dong Mingfeng saw this, his hairs were standing upside down,

and he quickly lowered his head, shivering:

“Sorry Young Master… I… I’m gumbled! How could that trash make

you ruined?”

I must be crazy, and I actually think that Lin Fan’s trash can kill the big

and young?

Lin Chentao is the supreme emperor, and he is most likely to inherit

the existence of the Lin family in the future. He is like a superstar.

Lin Fan is just a waste who relies on women to eat soft food. What

qualifications does Lin Fan have to compare with the young?

Lin Chentao’s anger diminished a bit, and at the same time sneered:

“Originally, I didn’t want to do it myself, because I was afraid of

dirtying my hands.”

“But now it seems that I have to make a move.”

Hear the words!

Dong Mingfeng suddenly showed ecstasy, and said in horror:

“Young Master, do you want to do it yourself ? If you really do it

yourself, even if Lin Fan’s trash has three heads and six arms, he will

definitely die!”

Who is Lin Chentao?

The future heir of the Lin family, the youngest and most promising

fighter of the Owl Legion.

He wants to kill Lin Fan, isn’t that easy?

At that time, even the genius doctor Lin will not be able to see enough!

At this time, Lin Chentao smiled strangely:

“Three days later, prepare a big gift for me and give it to Xin Bai’s!”
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